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The editors and publisher ! of  these collections deserve considerable credit for 
bringing together an excellent set of  documents and articles. They will be a valuable 
resource for anyone with a serious interest in Thai history and politics, for they a r e  

indeed unique collections. 
For those who wish to understand Thailand, probably the greatest problem to 

be faced is the dearth of  translated materials, especially documents. These books 
begin to fill this gap. With the exception of  Benjamin A. Batson's Cornell paper 2 
and Thak Chaloemtiarana's recent collection 3, I know of no other comparable 
works, and none which cover the period from 1851 to 1932, an epoch which is 
generally considered central to an understanding of modern Thailand. More than 
this however, these documents have been selected with a particular theoretical 
perspective in mind, making them far more than an arbitrary selection of  'impor- 
tant' documents. Indeed, some of  the letters which have been reproduced seem to 
be rather innocuous in themselves, but when they are placed within a theoretical 
context, their worth and importance is revealed. 

Structurally, the books are organised around themes rather than chronologically, 
although two historical epochs are considered. The first collection relates to the era 
of 'reform' identified with the reigns of  King Mongkut and King Chulalongkorn, 
while the second deals with the period up to the overthrow of the absolute mon- 
archy in 1932. This periodization is conventional, but the analysis of Chatthip, 
Suthy and Montri is anything but conventional. The two books comprise six major 
sections which are themselves subdivided according to themes. The main sections 
begin with a set of  documents relating to the economic base of Thai society, fol- 
lowed by documents on the political and economic institutions, the failure of  the 
state and ruling class to build the productive forces, the obstacles to the growth of 
an independent bourgeoisie, the resultant economic and social instability, and 
conclude with a presentation of some of the new directions which emerged prior 
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to the 1932 coup. In addition both collections are introduced by lengthy essays 
which set out the editors' theoretical perspective and convey the essence of the 
collected documents. These introductions are important contributions in them- 
selves, 4 and will be outlined below, but before doing this, some brief cormnents 
can be made about the actual presentation of  the documents. 

As mimeographed and paperbound books, the collections are relatively inexpen- 
sive, but as with most books produced in this manner there are a number of annoy- 
ing typographical errors. Generally however the meaning remains clear. More 
serious however are missing pages (in my copies at least), and some inconsistencies 
between the two collections. For example, in the first book, the editors have 
introduced and summarised each document, making the collection a most con- 
venient one to use. llowever, this has not been done in the second book. The major 
shortcoming as 1 see it is the predominance of  short documents, many of which 
have been abbreviated by the editors. Obviously they wished to include as much 
relevant material as possible, but the problem is that some of the documents 
appear out of context in tile sense that the reader often does not know what has 
been the stimulus to the author of the document, or the argument the author 
has presented in the original, whole document. Short introductions explaining 
these matters could only have enhanced the collections. 

On the positive side, however, the editors have provided a full reference to each 
document which will be useful to those who wish to examine the documents for 
themselves. Perhaps if the titles of the documents had been written in Thai as well 
as in transliteration, this task would have been even easier. Above all of this how- 
ever the real significance of the collections lies in the fact that they challenge what 
has become the 'orthodoxy' of Thai studies, structural-functionalism and moderni- 
sation theory, s 

Chatthip, Suthy and Montri do not make an explicit critique of  structural- 
functionalism and its approach to modernisation, but it is implicit in the theore- 
tical position adopted by the editors, an approach which owes much to Marxism 
and dependency theory. In this respect the collections are an important contri- 
bution to Thai historiography, political science and sociology, and .deserve careful 
consideration. 

While the editors approach Thai history from a Marxist position influenced by 
dependency theory, they are not prepared to accept all of the premises of the latter 
perspective, and nowhere is this more noticeable than in their emphasis on the Thai 
socio-economic formation itself rather than on foreign trade and foreign markets. 
To be sure they are concerned with these factors, but they place them within the 
context of developments within the Thai economy and society. In short, the editors 
are more interested in examining production than circulation, and the result is an 
extremely interesting analysis. 

Chatthip and Suthy (C & S) attempt to explain the transition of the Thai eco- 
nomy from one which had been self-sufficient prior to 1850, to one based on 
dependent commodity production (C & S, Documents 1-10). 

The pre-existing socio-economic formation was dominated by the sakdina 

system. Essentially this system represented the dominance of  the king, his family, 
and the state over the peasantry. The editors (p.23) explain that 
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"The almost absolute control of land, labour and capital funds by the institution of the 
crown made the king the most powerful person. People around him, especially his queens 
and concubines, were consequently very influential in the affairs of state and the economy. 
Connections with the women of the court could mean receiving the grant of a tax farm or 
an appointment to a high official position.' (See also C & S, Docu,n~-nts 17-20, 26 and 27) 

The base of the sakdina system was to be found in the exploitation of  the peasantry. 
Corvee labour benefited the king and aristocracy in a relationship based not so 
much on the ownership of land, as on the need to control labour. According to 
Chatthip and Suthy there were no free men in Thailand at this time, as all had to 
register with either the king, princes or nobles. Every able-bodied man was tatooed 
for identification, and was subject to from three to six months labour each year. 
Those who failed to register or absconded from service were often rounded up by 
tile government and prosecuted (C & S, pp.l 9-20, Documents 21-23). 

One of the results of this system as the editors see it was the failure of  a 'bour- 
geoisie' to emerge, as the court monopolised the services of all artisans and crafts- 
men (C & S, p.21, Document 24). The groups which did benefit from the system 
were of course the nobility, state officials, and after tl~e reign of  Rama II, Chinese 
tax farmers. Thailand'was essentially self-sufficient, producing a wide range of  
goods and conunodities, with only a few 'luxury' imports desired by the court. 
As Chatthip and Suthy (p.I) see it, the division of  labour was, up until about 1850, 
fairly static (C & S, Document I), and as such the breakdown of the subsistence 
economy was not possible. This pattern could not be sustained after 1850 however. 

With the signing of the Bowring Treaty in 1855, Thai trade began to expand 
rapidly, production specialised (rice, teak and tin), and imports flooded the local 
market, causing the collapse of  local handicraft production (C & S, pp.2-5, Docu- 
ments 1-7). Chatthip and Suthy argue that commodity production had previously 
been limited by the pre-existing division of  labour, but that external demand led 
to an expansion of this division. While one might question the economic determin- 
ism evident in this explanation~ Chatthip's and Suthy's description of  Thailand as 
becoming a "semi.dependent" economy is a good one. The suggestion is that some 
parts of the country continued to operate outside the influence of dependent 
commodity production, and more importantly, this tyI:e of production took 
place without fundamentally disrupting the sakdina system, as land, labour and 
tax revenue continued to be concentrated in the crown (C & S, pp.5-6). 

In addition, there were few technological changes wrought by dependent com- 
modity production, with land continuing to be the essential means of  production 
(C & S, p.I 3, Documents 1 i-16). While the introduction of steam mills into the rice 
and timber trades and bucket dredges in tin mining did create some opportunities 
for local capital, Chatthip and Suthy (p.l 6) suggest that this and the improvements 
in infrastructural arrangements did not represent a transition 1o a new mode of 
production. This was because labour remained unfree, tied to the sakdma system 
and to tile land; the only free labourers were Chinese immigrants. 

Despite the foregoing analysis, Chatthip and Suthy (pp.23-26) still argue that a 
"bourgeoisie" did emerge, but add that it was "'a weak class comprised mainly of 
Chinese merchants. It was absorbed into Ihe Sakdina class and was not able to 
affect any fundamental change in the Siamese economy." (p.23). They suggest that 
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the emergence of this weak class was a conscious policy of the king and princes 
who provided both capital and political protection for the "bourgeoisie" in rett, rn 
for shares, interest and rent (C& S, p.24, Documents 28-33). Further, some Chinese, 
who as tax famlers were also officials of  sakdina rank, were able to use the power 
of tile state to accumulate capital. The editors see this as being a form of primitive 
accumulation based on force and plunder, but argue that a capitalist mode of 
production did not emerge, as this bourgeois/merchant/state official class was still 
dependent. (C & S, pp.24, 26). 

This type of economic determinism and ad hoc class analysis is certainly not 
convincing, primarily because the editors have neglected to consider tile possibility 
of the simultaneous existence of different modes of production and their social 
relations in transitional periods. Nevertheless the emphasis they place on co-opera- 
tion between the sakdina class and the "bourgeois" class is essential to any under- 
standing of the position of the peasant class. 

Discussing the peasantry, the authors estimate that up to 60 per cent of their 
total product was expropriated through corvee labour, excessive taxation, high 
interest rates and rent. Such heavy exploitation meant that it was difficult for a 
rich or middle-level peasant class to emerge. The editors argue that as the level 
of productive forces was not raised, internal changes within the villages was stifled, 
meaning that class changes were not possible (C & S, pp.26-28). 

Again this type of class analysis fails to convince. While the editors are prepared 
to accept that the stimulus for change in the Thai economy as a whole originated 
from outside tile country, they are not willing to apply the same logic to rural 
society. One is left to ponder the results of the destruction of local handicrafts, 
the emergence of a monoculture and the introduction of a money economy. 
More emphasis on these factors could have placed events such as peasant rebellions 
and the eventual emergence of rich peasants (C & S, Documents 35-41) in context. 
Similarly, the last section of documents in Chatthip and Suthy (Documents 4248),  
which outlines reforms sych as the abolition of slavery and corvee labour, would 
not have appeared so out-of-place if the editors had pursued a less economically 
determinist class analysis. 

The second collection attempts to show the deepening underdevelopment of 
Thailand. Tile central theme developed by Chatthip, Suthy and Montri (CSM) 
relates to the failure of  productive forces to develop. Central to this as I read their 
introductory essay is the retarded development of the bourgeois class, regarded 
by the editors as being the innovative class (overtones of modernization theory?). 
This is seen as being a major obstacle to development because the sakdina class, 
addicted as it was to luxury consumption and bureaucratism, remained dominant 
(CSM, p.16, Documents 16-20). They state (CSM, p.17) that: 

"In Siam the bourgeois class consisted of two groups, the bureaucratic capitalists and the 
compradore capitalists. They were both dependent .. . .  the former on the Sakdina lords and 
the latter on foreign capitalists. They were nol in a position to industrialize Siam." 

The few independent capitalists found themselves at the mercy of  bureaucrats, 
fierce competition, especially from foreigners, and credit squeezes (CSM, p.18, 
Documents tl and 18). The result was a continuation of dependent commodity 
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production without significant industrialization. 
In the rural areas productivity continued to stagnate, although exports expanded 

as new land was opened. That is, exports were provided by the expansion of the 
area under cultivation, but yields per hectare did not improve (CSM, p.l ,  Docu- 
ments 1-4). The r~asons for this were that marginal land was opened, absentee 
landlordism increased, and the government failed to invest in irrigation projects 
which would have increased yields. The Rangsit scheme, where the Siam Canals, 
Land and Irrigation Company, run by a European, two Chinese and a royal Thai, 
operated an irrigation scheme, is used as an example to emphasis the problems 
faced by tile peasantry. Rents were high, absentee landlords predominated, mainte- 
nance was neglected, peasants were taxed heavily, interest rates were exorbitant, 
and profits were high, prompting one observer to write that in Rangsit, the 

"people have tile largest farms and the most rice land per family to be found in Siam. At 
the same time the economic and cultural conditions are tile poorest. Each year the peasant 
incurs a debt to the Chinese merchant, to the Siamese landlord and for taxes." (Carle C. 
Zimmerman, Document 4 in CSM, p.41. See also C & S, Documents 15, 16, 31 and 35.) 

On the other hand however many within the Thai ruling class had seen the advan- 
tages that they could gain from dealing in land. Mongkon Prasart (CSM, Document 
2) argued that land can be a source of considerable profit, and that landowners 
should improve their land so that higher profits could be made, and tenancy stabi. 
lised. 

In industry, Chatthip, Suthy and Montri (p.5) point out that industrialization 
was limited not only by the small domestic market, the short supply o f raw materials 
and entrepreneurial skills, a dearth of  capital, and by low tariffs on imports (limi- 
ted by the Bowring Treaty), but also by the consistent failure of  the government to 
promote local enterprise in a uniform manner. Similarly, the Rovernment abdicated 
its responsibilities in the f'mancial sector, allowing it to be dominated by Europeans 
(CSM, Documents 5-8). 

The editors conclude with a set of documents which outline the economic 
crises of  1913, 1919 and 1929-30 (CSM, pp.19-23, Documents 21-24), which they 
consider represented a confrontation between the sakdina system and the emerging 
capitalist system. The "new directions., which grew at this time (CSM, Documents 
25-29) emphasised the discontent many felt with the sakdhla system. It was the 
opposition to change on the part of the sakdina class which led, in part, to the 
overthrow on the absolute monarchy. 

In addition to presenting an innovative Marxist analysis of Thai history, the 
documents explode some of the myths which have surrounded the study of Thailand. 
Amongst others, light is thrown on the areas of  land ownership, peasant rebellion, 
religion, and the position of the Chinese. 

On land ownership, Wilson 6 once stated that: "Cultivators were not dispossessed 
of  their traditional tenules." And, the popular view is that Thais have always been 
landowners. The documents indicate however that this is a simplification. While 
land shortage has not, until relatively recently, been a problem, the king has always 
had the right to appropriate any land he desired, without compensation (C & S, 
Document 17). In addition, under the sakdina system, it was labour that was 
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controlled by the ruling class, and while peasants could take up land, their tenure 
was seldom fixed. Landlordism is also shown to have been more widespread than is 
generally believed (CSM, Document 4), while indebtedness was rife (CSM, Docu- 
ments 2 and 3). Indeed, it was not until 1861 and even later that the peasantry 
was free to take up land (C & S, Documents 17, 21-23, and 27). 

The Thai peasantry is generally considered to be a docile, unconcerned and 
apolitical group. ~ Oearly though this view can no longer be sustained, for there 
have been a number of  rebellions and uprisings (C & S, Documents 39-41), peasants 
have been prepared to petition their rulers (C & S, Documents 34 and 36), and 
often contributed to the development of their own areas when tile government was 
not prepared to do so (CSM, Document 12). 

Religion in Thailand is usually seen as being a part of the most basic level of  
social life, and as an independent structure within the society, a Document 40 in 
the Chatthip and Suthy volume shows quite clearly that such a view is a mystifica- 
tion, as the Buddhist hierarchy was a full partner in the sakdina class system. 

The position of the Chinese has always been a contentious issue in Thai politics. 
Wilson 9 for example states that: "At no time has the Chinese minority been per- 
mitted a legitimate political role". Others, not the least being King Vajiravudh, have 
considered the Chinese to be a cancer within Thai society, t° The two volumes 
under review present documentary evidence which goes some way towards solving 
some of the issues surrounding the position of the Chinese. It becomes clear that 
the Chinese became an important group within the sakdina system, with some 
holding governorships in the south (CSM, Documents 16.17). In business, at least 
until the 1920s, the Chinese depended to a large degree on the support of the 
sakdma class (C & S Documents 28-33; CSM, Documents 6-8) in both political 
and economic terms. The implication is that a symbiotic relationship emerged, with 
considerable overlap between the two groups in both the political and economic 
spheres. What has not been resolved however is the class position of the Chinese 
during this period, and more emphasis will no doubt be given to this in future 
studies of Thai society. 

in conclusion it needs to be reiterated that the two collections represent a major 
contribution to the study of Thai politics and history. While I have reservations 
about the class analysis employed by the editors in their introductions, they have I 
believe provided an excellent base for an analysis which will overcome the economic 
determinism evident in the introductions written by Chatthip, Suthy and Montri. 
These volumes deserve a wide readership, especially as they appear suitable for 
courses which attempt to give students a "feeling" for this historical period. It is 
hoped that the Social Science Association of Thailand (and the editors of those 
books) continue this most praiseworthy publishing enterprise. 

FOOTNOTES 

The Social Science As~cialion of Thailand, PO Box 5/84, Bangkok, Thailand, has 
recently become involw.'d in the produclion of a number of important works including 
tile books under review, four numbers of the Social Science Review, which reproduces 
and translates articles published in Thai journals, and Thak Chaloemtiarana (Ed.), 
Thai Politics. Ex lracts and Documents 1932-1957. ~ 1978). 
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2. Siam "s Political Future: Documents from the End o f  the Absolute Monarchy. (ltha~.a, 
CorneU University, Southeast Asia Program Data Paper No.96, 1974). 

3. Thak, op.cit. 
4. Chatthip's and Suthy's introductory article has been published in slightly shorter versions 

in Social Science Review, 1977 (Part 2), pp.144-168, and in Vichitvong na Pombhejata 
(Ed.), Readings in Thailand's Political Economy. (Bangkok, Bangkok Printing Enter- 
prise, 1978), pp.391-401. 

5. The names come easily to mind: Embree, Hanks, Wilson, Insor, Darling, Jacobs, Siffin, 
Riggs, Wit, Rubin. As examples see David A. Wilson,Politics b~ Thailand. Ithaca, CorneU 
University Press, 1962), Daniel Wit, Thailand: Another Vietnam? (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1968), and Fred W. Riggs, Thailand: The Modernization o f  a Bureau. 
cratic Polity. (Elonolulu, East-West Center Press, 1966). 

6. 'Thailand and Marxism', in F.N. Trager (Ed.), Marxism in Southeast Asia - A Study o f  
Four 6buntrieg (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1959), p.58. 

7. See William J. Siffin, The Thai Bureaucracy, bzstitutional Change and Development. 
(tlonolulu, East-West Center Press, 1966), pp.8-11, 

8. See Wilson, 'Thailand and Marxism', pp.59-60. 
9. Ibid., p.58. 

10. See Walter F. Vella, Chaiyo! King Vajiravudh and the development o f  Thai nationalism. 
(Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, 1978). 




